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Energy – Long term bullish on Energy because the demand supply situation is very tight, especially on the supply

side. In the near term at these low-price levels, it’s been de-risked to some extent. While this cannot be called

bottom due to lack of geopolitical clarity for the next few months in terms of de-accelerating economic activity,

but if we look at couple of years down the line from here the situation is bullish.

Decoupling of Unemployment situation and Federal deficit in US – 2016 onwards, we started to see that even

though the unemployment was starting to get better; the deficits actually begin widening. Historically

throughout economic cycles normally tax receipts are never wrong and Federal deficits are correlated with the

employment cycle.

But what we saw in the mid half of last decade, large part of demographics constituted of retiring people of the

baby boomer generation and increased payouts to them, led to decoupling of deficits and employment

numbers; which further blew out during covid.

And then you have the social security trust, which for several decades saw lot of money flowing in from baby

boomers and these trusts held investments in non-marketable treasuries. But, now over the past couple of years

these trusts have started to roll over investments which means they are getting less money than they are paying

out; which is largely use to demographics – people retiring etc. Based on the current projections by the security

administration, this is expected to draw down completely by mid 2030s and beyond this period this expense

item could be a permanent addition to the Federal budget expenses.

This really wasn’t the case in the prior cycles and Fiscal spending (incl social security costs) going ahead will be

important part of the riddle answering whether there will be structural inflation or deflation – which more looks

like inflation than deflation.
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Gold – Real interest is the key variable; but, not the only variable for gold prices. From 1980 till now, we have

seen higher and higher debt as a % of GDP and we also had lower and lower structural interest rates. During

late 1980s there was lot of concern around debt as we saw high average interest rate and rising debt which led

to huge interest payments. But the concern materialized only decades after as till 2022 the deficit were

managed by keeping interest rates very low thereby leading to lower interest costs.

As this is starting to break out and as interest rates starts to move sideways now and with Debt/GDP %

expected to remain elevated; we could see meaningful increase in interest costs which could led to fiscal spiral;

because you need more treasury issuance just to pay off bigger interest burden. And to this if you add

geopolitical conditions like freezing of reserves then for many nations Gold could be preferred over treasuries,

in terms of marginal buying pressure.

Interest Expense: US - Debt levels in the 1970s and 80s created concerns on the persistently rising interest

expense; but these concerns did not turn into a scare as something changed in the past four decades. US

interest expense actually started to flatten out in nominal terms and fell as a % of GDP. And this was due to

variety of reasons like – peak demographics with baby boomers being peak in workforce leading to structurally

multi decade high labour force participation rate; dotcom money leading to booming economy and smaller

deficits and thereby falling interest rates.

What’s different now is developed economies are entering structurally inflationary period due to commodity

Capex cycle, supply side constraints, higher interest rates, more money creation. Combination of higher debts

and rising interest rates is starting to blow out the interest expense again, after a four decadal pause. Interest

expense as a % of GDP after moderating over past two decades due to forces mentioned above, has started to

reverse upwards again.
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A lot of Government debt is fixed rate with average duration of 5-6 years, corporate debts are long term,

consumer sector mortgages are ~30 years loans. So, just because Fed or treasury markets increase rates it

doesn’t create immediate pressure. The pressure starts quarter after quarter as these fixed rate debts start to

mature in elevated interest rate environment and new ones get financed at elevated rates. This blows out the

US interest expense which again gets financed by more and more Debt.

Fed Remittances - The Federal reserve’s balance sheet has both Assets and Liabilities and just like any other

bank its assets pay higher interest than its liabilities and after accounting for other operational expenses it

remits the excess money to the US Treasury; which averaged around ~$100 bn per annum. However, because

they raised rates so much and from such a low base, for the first time in kind of modern history; they reached a

point where they are losing money.
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Their liabilities i.e., excess surplus from commercial bank parked in reverse repos are paying a higher interest

than their Assets which is bonds with no yields on costs. The Central bank booking these losses as ‘Deferred

Assets’ where even if they become profitable again, they get to pay themselves before they would begin

sending money to the Treasury. The key takeaway here is this is another revenue source that the federal

government has lost now, for the foreseeable future.

But if Fed is losing money who on the other side is making money? The Commercial banks. Banks are getting

paid well over 4%, just to have their cash balance at the Fed and are paying less than 1%, on average, for their

liability side to their depositors.

Is the big recession coming?

The area that's been resilient is the labor market. But the labor market has always been a lagging or coincident

indicator. But, there have been early warning signs of weakness there - overtime hours are decelerating,

temporary hires which are generally more volatile and leading compared to the broader nonfarm payroll

measures have also decreased. Baseline - high probability of at least a mild recession; but with more

inflationary characteristics. How severe or how long it is will partly depend on policymakers, because this is a

very levered, centrally managed economic environment. But this recession could be different. Historically,

whenever economy slows down and you see PMIs (Purchase Managers Index) going down you want to buy

bonds. And you want to sell bonds, and you want to buy more risky assets when PMI is going back up. But of

course, now you see a decoupling. You had the worst year for bonds in modern history, despite the fact that it

was a period of economic deceleration, a bad stock market, downward PMIs.

Are we half way through the markets or is the final low in?

The markets very much been trading on liquidity and the Fed is withdrawing liquidity. That's been partially

offset recently by the fact that the Treasury's borrowings have not been to the level that they said it would, so

that the Treasury general accounts (TGA) have been drawing down. And that's actually that's positive for

liquidity. And the looming debt ceiling, historically has caused the TGA to draw down almost to zero.

And presently the Feds QT drain is being offset by the TGA withdrawal. But by second half of this year, if the

debt ceiling gets resolved and Fed is still doing QT, if the Treasury tries to refill the Treasury general account

from that low base, that would suck a lot of liquidity out of the market. The environment could coincide with

recession that may ultimately lead to the Fed to pause or to resume some sort of accommodative action. So,

markets may not be out of woods yet but there could be surprising pockets of value in some sectors.
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Pine Tree Macro Pvt Ltd (“Pine Tree”): This information provided is for the exclusive and

confidential use of the addressee only. Any distribution, use or reproduction of this information

without the prior written permission of Pine Tree is strictly prohibited. The information and any

material provided in this document or in any communication containing a link to Pine Tree’s

website is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or

country where such distribution or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would

subject Pine Tree to any registration requirement within such jurisdiction or country. Neither the

information, nor any material or opinion contained in this document constitutes a solicitation or

offer by Pine Tree or its, directors and employees to buy or sell any securities, futures, options or

other financial instruments or provide any investment advice or service. We do not represent that the

information and any material provided on this website is accurate or complete. Pine Tree makes

every effort to use reliable, comprehensive information; but makes no representations or warranties,

express or implied or assumes any liability for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any

information contained in this document. All investments are subject to market risks. In no event will

Pine Tree or its directors and employees be liable for any damages including without limitation

direct or indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages, losses or expenses arising out of and

in connection with this website, or in connection with any failure of performance, error, omission,

interruption, defect, delay in operation or transmission, computer virus or system failure.


